
 

Sun Sign of Leo 

Color Association – Yellow 

Does Your voice Reveal Your 
Secret Self? 

Finding your true voice takes on new meaning 
when you begin to consider the possibility that the 
sounds of your voice may be a holographic 
representation of all that you are. Imagine a 
future in which our individual vocal frequency is 
our identification; where the use of frequency-
based biomarkers contained within your voice can 
be used to keep you healthy and emotionally 
balanced. 
 

From birth to death, we use sounds to express our 
needs and emotions but there are additional 
layers of information hidden within our words. As 
man evolved, language became levels of intricate 
harmony nestled within structures of great 
elegance that carried meaning and allowed 
understanding of ourselves and others. 
  
Everything that happens to the body reaches the 
brain as biofrequencies that are then sorted, 
routed and assigned an interpretation but it 
seems, in modern times, that we carry very little 
conscious awareness of this information. 
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Did we as a human race forget, or were we forced 
to abandon a great deal of our intrinsic abilities to 
glean information about another person simply by 
hearing their voice? 
 
The recent popularity of The da Vinci Code 
sparked interest in the possibility that a great deal 
of knowledge has been kept hidden from the 
general population. Is the idea that we have 
dominion over our lives through our thoughts and 
intentions an intrinsic fact of human spirit? Can 
we in truth chant the words and create our 
Reality? 
  
The obvious success of the tide-turning movie, The 
Secret, showed that people are ready to accept 
the fact that we can think or say something and 
have it manifest. Have we matured enough to 
receive the bounty of consciousness-produced 
reality with wisdom? Do people really know what 

they want, deep down, devoid of old parental 
“tapes,” advertising, peer pressure, the “oughts” 
and “shoulds” that we are subjected to daily? 
 
If we want to manifest our neighbor’s car or wife 
for ourselves is this a lack of respect or our basic 
right of conscious intention? If we accept the 
reality that we all fit, perfectly into the perfectly 
conceived, perfectly interlocking puzzle of life, 
then how can we allow any two people to want 
the exact same item? Someone would do without 
and therein resides a basic problem. If we both 
pray for the same thing, who gets the prize? So 
how can someone “program” their lives with the 
voice of prayer and mantra without bumping into 
the needs and rights of others? 
  
Many spiritual leaders, though-out the ages, have 
claimed that we have the power to be who we 
want to be, to have what we want. Could it be that 

 



 

the world is designed perfectly and if we really 
knew the ideal life to manifest, then everything 
would be in harmony? But how can we ever know 
what will perfectly balance our lives? How can we 
know what we really want underneath the layers 
of greed and need? We can find our true voice and 
identify the true voice of others. 
 
Nothing is hidden from your own voice. You may 
be able to lie to your friends and deceive yourself 
with your words, but the voice does not lie. Vocal 
Profiling computer software has been built that 
can evaluate the frequencies, architectures, and 
harmonics of your voice. Vast frequency-based 
databanks can now be used to create a report of 
what you really think, who you are emotionally 
and the status of your health. The frequencies 
missing from your voice are just as important as 
those that are present.  An entire matrix of 
information, from your DNA to your partner 
preferences can be evaluated. 
  
Using this modality, your voice can be used to 
reveal who you really are under the layer of public 
personality you have created. This is an 
opportunity of the human race to break free of all 
of the deceit and deception that we live with on a 
daily basis. 
  
What would our world be like? Our legal system 
would be unneeded if your true voice could be so 
easily read: Unsound relationships would 
crumble, businesses would fall because for the 
most part, our world is built on what we can keep 
hidden from those who think they know us. 
 
Vocal Profiling has the ability to let us know the 
intentions of our leaders, the motivations of our 
partners, the pathway to our sense of self. Would 
that be of value or an avenue toward destruction? 
 
What would the world be like if everyone only 
spoke the TRUTH? Can you image a society where 
we are all known by our frequency signatures that 

people could read through a voice that truly 
represented who we are? Could finding our true 
voice allow us to create a world full of grace and 
dignity?  
BioAcoustically Speaking we loudly proclaim that 
truth should be valued as a virtue. Should it have 
taken a computer program for us to discover our 
internal truth and clarity? 
 
Find your Secret Self using this download of 
nanoVoice™, a program specifically created to 
initiate the possibility that we can all experience a 
nano-glimpse into what is and who we truly are. 
NanoVoice is available from the link below.   

Nano software  
Nano install instructions 

Nano Class - watch video below 

 
NanoVoice is a micro-version of our professional 

nVoice Personality Profiler™ which uses math 

frequency-based biomarkers within the 

frequencies of your voice to allow you an 

enlightening peek into your Secret Self.   
 

NanoVoice can help you understand and solve 

issues using unconscious levels of awareness. This 

innovative technology is the forefront of future 

medicine based on personal biofrequency 

correlations to emotional, genetic, structural, and 

biochemical information about YOU. 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/dktzkgnsb8lrrs7/nanoVoice-R%203.0.1%20Setup.exe?dl=0
https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn%3Aaaid%3Ascds%3AUS%3Af6480520-f937-36c0-a486-e34f1d365031


 

There is still much work to do. This is just the 

beginning. After you have been convinced that 

using the voice can bring you information about 

yourself, go to www.SoundHealthOptions.com for 

more information, or www.jbab.org if you are 

research inclined. Read and download the 

information, charts and videos – all public. 

 

Join us in spreading the word about this unique 

technique and the options for freeing ourselves 

from deception, in this vision to allow each of us 

to be alive with grace and dignity. 

  

What will happen when those that manage the 

purse strings of health care costs discover what 

we have done? We don’t know yet but we are 

willing to risk it. But once the word is out in mass, 

there will be no stopping it. Things are gonna 

change! Please join us for the next Evolution! 

  
Disclaimer: The Personality Profiler and Nano Voice are based on 

Human BioAcoustics, as originated by Sharry Edwards, M. Ed. 

Results are intended for self-education and entertainment only. 

These programs do not diagnose or prescribe for medical or 

psychological conditions nor does it prevent, treat, mitigate or 

cure such conditions. They do not provide diagnosis, care, 

treatment or rehabilitation of individuals, nor apply medical, 

mental health or human development principles. 

 

BIOACOUSTIC CORRELATES FOR AUGUST 2022 
 

Frequencies bombard the earth in a yearly cycle. 
Here, we attempt to report active frequency 
correlates for each week. Sensitive people will 
begin to notice the effects 8-10 days earlier than 
others. 
  
For most of August the muscles of the neck and 
upper back will be stressed along with B vitamins 
and their co-factors. Expect fatigue unless you 
load-up on B vitamins and B Vitamin-containing 
foods. The Literature suggests that NAD, a 
supplement, is great for those suffering from 
Covid fatigue. 
 

Jul 31 – Aug 5 
Iron comes into play this week, further stressing 

fatigue symptoms. Cellular inflammation initiates 

this week. There are lots of anti-inflammatory 

articles on the internet. Breathing may become 

strained as the diaphragm comes into play. Nerve-

sheathing biochemicals are active. 

  

 Aug 7-Aug 13  
This is be kind to your liver week. It is working 

overtime to produce the enzymes and hormones 

that you need. Lyme pathogen frequencies begin 

to come active this week. 

  

www.SoundHealthOptions.com
www.jbab.org


 

Aug 14-Aug 20  
Herpes Simplex, Hepatitis Pathogens are active 

this week. Stress on B vitamins continues. 

Inflammation frequencies deepen. 

  

The Vitamin K gene, along with selenocysteine 
(enzymes and detox) and gout-causing 
biochemicals come into play at the end of the 
week. 

 

Aug 21-Aug 27  
Allergic reactions bloom all this week. Control of 

mast cell reactions will be tricky. Tooth plague will 

be more noticeable. Iron and nerve sheathing 

issues may be more noticeable - restless leg 

symptoms for example may be more bothersome. 

 

Spine issues deal with the neck (C-2), Thoracic – 

spleen, pancreas, gallbladder (T-7) and prostate, 

legs (S-2), lower spine  

MSG as a toxin may cause increased brain fog. 

  

Aug 28 - Sept 3  
Some beginning throat and tongue irritation may 

be noticeable. More Covid symptoms may appear 

as hemorrhagic virus becomes active (clotting). 

Abdominal muscles become stressed and may 

cause more low back pain. 

  

Several issues dealing with male performance are 

beginning to climb. 

  

B1 is more stressed than other B vitamins this 

week. Boron (known to support bone health and 

alleviate the pain arthritis), a mineral is activated. 

  

It will depend on your brain dominance how you 
react to these frequencies. Play it safe and watch 
for your body’s responses.

 

  
 

 

BioAcoustic Keynotes are brought to you by the  

Institute of BioAcoustic Biology & Sound Health. 

We aspire to provide inspiration without judgment, knowledge without prejudice. 

It is our hope that all who enter here share in the joys of discovery. 

For even one closed mind is a liability to all mankind. 

Sharry Edwards, 1988 

 
 

 

 

Sharry Edwards, M.Ed. is the acknowledged pioneer of 

BioAcoustic Vocal profiling. 

 

To comment or ask a question, click here. 

mailto:sharryedwards@gmail.com

